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Abstract— This paper propose a novel context modeling 

method Contextual Operating Tensor model, named COT, 

which is motivated by the recent work of semantic 

compositionality in Natural Language Processing (NLP). It 

provide an efficient implementation  inspired by the 

powerful ability in describing latent properties of words, in 

recommender systems, using a vector representation of each 

context value seems a good solution to examine the effect 

of contexts on user-item interactions. This distributed 

representation inferred from all contexts has more powerful 

ability in illustrating the operation properties of contexts. 

Moreover, in the research direction of sentence sentiment 

detection, a noun has semantic information as a latent 

vector, and an adjective has semantic operation on nouns as 

an operating matrix .This paper assume that contexts in 

recommendation systems have a similar property of 

adjectives and can operate latent characteristics of users and 

items. Then, new latent representations of entities can show 

not only characteristics of original entities but also new 

proprieties under a specific contextual situation.  

 

Keywords— Natural Language Processing, Context 

Operating Tensor, latent representation, Recommender 
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1. Introduction 

Matrix Factorization (MF) based methods have become a 

state-of-the-art approach to recommender systems. With the 

multiplication of two factorized matrices, the original 

matrix can be reconstructed, and rating predictions are 

obtained accordingly. SVD++ combines neighborhood 

models with latent factor models in one prediction function. 

The context modeling methods, using the contextual 

information directly in the model, have become popular 

recently.  

These methods focus on integrating the contextual 

information with the user-item rating matrix and construct 

factorization models. Collective Matrix Factorization 

(CMF) factorizes the user-item-rating matrix in each 

domain, and latent vectors of users/items are shared among 

these domains. This paper presents Contextual Operating 

Tensor model for the context-aware recommendation. First 

it introduces notations and fundamental concepts of context 

representation, and then present COT thoroughly. Finally 

this paper describes the process of parameter inference, and 

the optimization algorithm. 

2. Related Work 

  A handful of researches have been presented in the 

literature for the proposed system. A brief review of a few 

current researches is given here. 

    [1]Multiverse Recommendation: for Context-aware 

Collaborative Filtering, N-dimensional Tensor 

Factorization by A. Karatzoglou, X. Amatriain, L. 

Baltrunas, N.Oliver - The factorization of tensor leads to a 

solid model of the data that can be used to offer context- 

aware suggestions. It provide an algorithm to address the N-

dimensional factorization, and show that the Multiverse 

Recommendation improves upon non-contextual Matrix 

Factorization up to 30% in terms of the Mean Average 

Error (MAE). Their approach produces other methods by a 

wider boundary for more contextual information is 

accessible.     The model is not flexible enough to add 

contextual dimensions in a straightforward manner. In 

particular, paper is  interested on investigating  the use of 

the model to further explore temporal dependencies in 

standard CF settings while also dealing with implicit 

feedback. 

  [2]fLDA: Matrix Factorization through Latent 

DirichletAllocation by Deepak Agarwal,Bee-Chung Chen -  

To avoid over fitting, user and item factors are implemented 

through Gaussian linear regression and Latent Dirichlet 

Allocation (LDA) priors respectively. This paper show that 

model is accurate, interpretable and handles both cold-start 

and warm-start scenarios seamlessly using single model. 

This method also generalizes a recently proposed technique 

called supervised LDA (sLDA) for collaborative filtering 

applications. On the algorithmic front, the paper is currently 

scaling up computations in a map-reduce frame- work to 

work with massive datasets on several other applications in 

advertising and content recommendation.  

  [3] Context-Aware Recommendations for Mobile 

Shopping by Béatrice Lamche, annickRödl, Claudius 

Hauptmann - Still a major challenge for context-aware 

applications is to acquire context aware data to train or 

tweak a context-aware algorithm.  This paper also aim to 

find out whether the results of this work can be transferred 

to other application scenarios, such as for grocery shopping 

or leisure activity recommendation systems. 
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  [4] Using Context to Improve Predictive Modelingof 

Customers in Personalization by CosimoPalmisano, 

Member, Alexander Tuzhilin, Michele Gorgoglione - This 

paper concentrate how critical the relevant data is while 

foreseeing client conduct and how to utilize it when 

building client models. It was finished by directing an exact 

review over an extensive variety of trial conditions. The test 

comes about demonstrate that setting does make a 

difference when displaying the conduct of individual clients 

and that it is conceivable to surmise the setting from the 

current information with the sensible exactness in specific 

cases. It is likewise demonstrated that huge execution 

upgrades can be accomplished if the setting is "cunningly" 

displayed, as depicted in this paper. These finding have 

critical ramifications for information mineworkers and 

advertisers. This paper demonstrate that logical data does 

make a difference in personalization and organizations have 

diverse chances to both make setting significant for 

enhancing prescient execution of clients conduct and 

diminishing the expenses of social affair relevant data. The 

outcomes can't be summed up to each informational 

collection and to all industry parts. Also, a few internet 

business applications are now organized to catch the goal of 

a client's buy by unequivocally asking the client whether 

he/she will make a blessing. In these cases, this examination 

results ought to end up being intriguing for directors.  

  [5] Matchbox: Large Scale Online Bayesian 

Recommendations by David Stern, Ralf Herbrich, Thore 

Graepel - The Matchbox framework makes utilization of 

substance data as client and thing meta information in blend 

with community oriented separating data from past client 

conduct keeping in mind the end goal to anticipate the 

estimation of a thing for a client. Clients and things are 

spoken to by highlight vectors which are mapped into a 

low-dimensional 'characteristic space' in which similitude is 

measured as far as inward items. The model can be 

prepared from various sorts of criticism with a specific end 

goal to learn client thing inclinations. Proficient deduction 

is accomplished by surmised message passing including a 

mix of Expectation Propagation (EP) and Variational 

Message Passing.  

  [6] Temporal Collaborative Filtering with Bayesian 

Probabilistic Tensor  Factorization by Liang Xiong, Xi 

Chen,Tzu-KuoHuang,Jec Schneidery, Jaime G. Carbonell - 

Persuaded by their business forecast issue , this paper  

propose an element based calculation that can consider. By 

presenting extra components for time, this paper formalize 

this issue as a tensor factorization with an uncommon 

limitation on the time measurement. Facilitate, this paper 

give a completely Bayesian treatment to abstain from 

tuning parameters and accomplish programmed 

demonstrate many-sided quality control. To take in the 

model this paper build up an effective testing system that is 

fit for breaking down vast scale informational collections. 

This new calculation, called Bayesian Probabilistic Tensor 

Factorization (BPTF), is assessed on a few genuine issues 

including deals forecast and motion picture proposal. 

Experimental outcomes exhibit the predominance of their 

worldly model.  

  [7] Semantic Compositionality through Recursive 

Matrix-Vector Spaces by Richard Socher, Brody Huval, 

Christopher D, Manning,Andrew  Y. Ng - This paper 

present a recursive neural system (RNN) display that learns 

compositional vector representations for expressions and 

sentences of subjective syntactic sort and length. This 

model doles out a vector and a lattice to each hub in a parse 

tree: the vector catches the intrinsic importance of the 

constituent, while the network catches how it changes the 

significance of neighboring words or expressions.  

  [8]CARS2: Learning Context-aware Representations for 

Context-aware Recommendations by Yue 

Shia,Alexandros,,Karatzogloub,LinasBaltrunas,MarthaLars

onc,AlanHanjalic - This paper  propose CARS2, a novel 

approach for learning setting mindful representations for 

setting mindful suggestions. This paper demonstrate that the 

setting mindful representations can be scholarly utilizing a 

suitable model that plans to speak to the kind of 

communications between setting factors, clients and things. 

The paper adjust the CARS2 calculations to express 

criticism information by utilizing a quadratic misfortune 

work for rating expectation, and to verifiable input 

information by utilizing a pair wise and a list wise 

positioning misfortune capacities for top-N proposals.  

  [9]Collaborative Filtering with Temporal Dynamics by 

Yehuda Koren - Client inclinations for items are floating 

after some time. Item observation and prominence are 

always showing signs of change as new determination rises. 

Additionally, client slants are developing, driving them to 

ever rethink their taste. Hence, demonstrating fleeting 

elements ought to be a key when planning recommender 

frameworks or general client inclination models Inside the 

eco-framework converging various items and clients, a 

wide range of qualities are moving all the while, while large 

portions of them impact each other and regularly those 

movements are sensitive and related with a couple of 

information examples. This recognizes the issue from idea 

float investigations, where for the most part a solitary idea 

is followed.  

  [10]Advances in Collaborative Filtering by Yehuda 

Koren, Robert Bell - The community oriented sifting (CF) 

way to deal with recommenders has as of late delighted in 

much intrigue and advance. The way that it assumed a focal 

part inside the as of late finished Netflix rivalry has added 

to its prominence. This part overviews the current advance 

in the field. Lattice factorization procedures, which turned 

into a first decision for actualizing CF, are depicted together 

with late developments. They likewise depict a few 

augmentations that bring focused precision into 

neighborhood strategies, which used to command the field.  

  [11]HeteroMF: Recommendation in Heterogeneous 

Information Networks using Context Dependent Factor 

Models by Mohsen Jamali, Laks V.S. Lakshmanan - This 
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paper propose a setting subordinate framework factorization 

show, HETEROMF, that considers a general dormant 

variable for elements of each substance sort and setting 

subordinate idle elements for each setting in which the 

elements are included. Investigates two genuine datasets 

from Epinions and Flixster show that HETEROMF 

considerably beats CMF, especially for icy begin elements 

and for settings where connections in one settings are ruled 

by different settings. For effortlessness and all inclusive 

statement, in this paper they don't accept access to element 

properties. This work recommends a few fascinating 

bearings for future research. All connections considered in 

this paper are twofold, where a couple of substances (from 

the same or diverse sorts) are included.  

  [12]SoCo: A Social Network Aided Context-

AwareRecommender System by Xin Liu, Karl Aberer - This 

paper propose SoCo, a novel context-aware recommender 

system incorporating elaborately processed social network 

information. In addition  to incorporate social network 

information, this paper introduce an additional social 

regularization term to the matrix factorization objective 

function to infer user’s preference for an item by learning 

opinions from his/her friends who are expected to share 

similar tastes. 

  [13]Distributed Representations of Words and Phrases 

and Compositionality by T. Mikolov, I. Sutskever, K. Chen, 

G. Corrado ,J. Dean - The newly introduced continuous 

Skip-gram model is an effectual method for erudition of 

high-quality distributed vector depictions that capture a 

large amount of exact syntactic and semantic word 

relations. This paper present several extensions that 

improve both the quality of the vectors and the training 

speed. By sub sampling of the frequent words this paper 

obtain significant speedup and also learn more regular word 

representations.  

  [14]Factorization Meets the Neighborhood: a 

Multifaceted Collaborative Filtering Model by Yehuda 

Koren - This paper acquaint a few developments with both 

methodologies. The component and neighborhood models 

can now be easily blended, in this way assembling a more 

exact joined model. Promote exactness enhancements are 

accomplished by extending the models to abuse both 

unequivocal and certain input by the clients. The techniques 

are tried on the Netflix information. Results are superior to 

those already distributed on that dataset.  

  [15] Exploring the Filter Bubble: The Effect of Using 

Recommender Systems on Content Diversityby Tien T. 

Nguyen, Pik-Mai Hui, F. Maxwell Harper,LorenTerveen, 

Joseph A. Konstan - Eli Pariser instituted the term 'channel 

rise' to depict the potential for online personalization to 

successfully detach individuals from a differences of 

perspectives or substance. Online recommender 

frameworks - based on calculations that endeavor to foresee 

which things clients will most appreciate expending - are 

one group of innovations that possibly experiences this 

impact. Since recommender frameworks have turned out to 

be so predominant, it is critical to explore their effect on 

clients in these terms. This paper inspects the longitudinal 

effects of a collective separating construct recommender 

framework in light of clients. To the best of insight, it is the 

primary paper to quantify the channel bubble impact as far 

as substance assorted qualities at the individual level.  

3.  Proposed System 

The proposed Context Operating Tensor (COT) method 

learns representation vectors of context values and uses 

contextual operations to capture the semantic operations of 

the contextual information. It provide a strategy in 

embedding each context value into a latent representation, 

no matter which domain the value belongs to. For each 

user-item interaction, this paper use contextual operating 

matrices to represent the semantic operations of these 

contexts, and employ contextual operating tensors to 

capture common effects of contexts. Then, the operating 

matrix can be generated by multiplying latent 

representations of contexts with the operating tensor. 

4.  Experimental Results 

In section 4 we discuss about the experimental results as 

followed. 

4.1 User Registration and Admin Process 

First the user need to do the registration process , while 

doing registration they must  fill the entire required field. If 

the registrations success they can login with their mail id 

and password. In worst case the system will throw 

messages as invalid login. Admin can login using 

corresponding mail id and password, after login success 

admin can enter in admin home then admin can update the 

movies in movie recommendation database system. 
 

 
Fig.1: Registration Page 
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Fig. 2: Login Admin Page 

 
Fig. 3: Add Movies Page 

4.2 Movie Rating and Comments 

  User can login using corresponding mail id and 

password, after login success user can enter in user home 

then user can rate and comment the movies in movie 

recommendation system. When user rates the movie they 

must give some information like movie name, where they 

watched (theatre or online) movie and companion name 

(friends, family and children). 
 

 
Fig . 4: Movie Rating Page 

 
Fig . 5: Movie Comment Page 

 

 
Fig. 6: User profile Page 

4.3 Old user Recommendation 

  A user already gives the rating for movie in movie 

recommendation system then user is considered as old user. 

The system gives the recommendation to user based on 

contextual information, Context information is defined in 

three types as user/item and interaction contexts. 
 

 
Fig.7: Old User Recommendation Page 
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Fig. 8 : Interaction Contexts Based Movie Recommendation page 

 

 
Fig. 9: Interaction Based Recommendation Page 

 

 
Fig.10: User Contexts Based Recommendation Page 

 

 
Fig. 11: User Age Based and Gender Based  

Recommendation Page 

 
Fig.12: User Occupation Based Recommendation Page 

 

 
Fig. 13: Item Contexts Based Recommendation Page 

 

 
Fig. 14: Genres Based and Release Year Based   

Recommendation Page 

4.4    New user Recommendation 

  A user will not give rating for movie in movie 

recommendation system then user considered as new user. 

The system gives the recommendation to user based on 

previous common records like top rated movies, top picks, 

and new release. 
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Fig. 15:  New User Recommendation Page 

 

 
Fig.16: Top Rating Movie Recommendation Page 

 

 
Fig .17: Top Rated Movies Recommendation Page 

 

 
Fig. 18: Details of Top rated Movie Recommendation Page 

 
Fig. 19: Top Picks Movie Recommendation Page 

 

 
Fig. 20: Details of Top Picks Movie Recommendation Page 

 

 
Fig. 21: Recent Movies 

 
5. Conclusion and Suggestion for Improvement 

 
In this work, a novel context-aware recommendation 

method, i.e., COT, has been proposed. We provide each 

context value with a continuous vector, which is a 

distributed representation. Such representations have a 

powerful ability in describing the semantic operation of 

context values. At the same time, the common semantic 

effects of contexts can be captured by contextual operating 

tensors. Then the contextual operating matrix can be 

calculated from the contextual operating tensor and context 

representations. We also observe that the potential relation 

among the context values is interesting and follows our 
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intuition. And context weights of COT can be used to 

explain the importance of context values in changing 

vectors of users and items. 

   In the future, we would like to introduce a pair wise 

ranking constraint on the contextual information. A user-

item interaction can be generated under specific contextual 

information but cannot be yielded under other contextual 

situations. This kind of pair wise ranking constraint reveals 

the relative information among different contextual 

situations and can be used to further enhance context 

modeling. Moreover, since the top-n recommendation is 

another significant measurement of recommender systems, 

analyzing the ranking performance of the COT framework 

will be a very interesting issue in future. 
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